
WAKE PARK BUSINESS PLAN

The steps to opening your own wake park are as follows: You will need to make a business plan, detailing company
goals, your aims, setup costs, profit and.

Stage 2: Business Plan You will need to make a business plan, detailing company goals, your aims, setup
costs, profit and loss statements, etc Stage 3: IWP Site Visit We will come and do a site visit and give you
accurate costs and details on the installation and offer our advice on the project. Once you find a potential site,
find out where the local land development office is and start asking questions. Wake Cable Construction,
waterski, wake cable construction, wakeboard cable assembly, wakeboard cable consulting, wakeboard
technology, wakeboard events, wakeboard cable sales, wakeboard repair and maintenance, wakeboard system
2. If you want to train or just have fun on a regular basis, you can buy a personal and nontransferable bound of
five, ten or fifteen hours, to use whenever you like during the year. Should I look for a pre-existing lake or try
to dig one? Ever since the sport of cable wakeboarding begun its rapid growth several years ago, we've
received many emails from individuals inquiring as to how to build a cableway. The ideas transformed into a
business plan that was presented to potential investors and fiancial institutions. But Horning and McLaird
persevered. The Trenchtown Wake Park started in the late spring of and is entering its third season of
presenting its unique brand of wakeboarding â€” one where folks are pulled along by a cable. Most talk a big
game, some are serious. However, the cableway itself is only a small part of the effort. This is the best way to
learn and practice. Nowadays with cable wakeboarding much more popular, we've seen cable systems and
lakes designed more often in a pentagonal 5-sided shape, with an island in the middle to minimize backwash.
It is the classic case of two young entrepreneurs, with a passion for board sports, looking to open their own
business an imparting their love for this fun, active water sport with others. Your own material will be then
stored on the premises. Finding a pre-existing lake makes things easier in a lot of ways but can also make
things harder in others. Thinking about building a cable park in your area but don't know where to begin? The
two most notable cableway manufacturers are Rixen and Sesitec. We have seen as many as 40 people waiting
in line at one cable system. We love growing this sport and offer an unrivalled amount of after sales support;
including advanced coaching, Grassroots Tour, maintenance, advice and much more!


